INNOVATIVE HCM SUPPORTS
CORE-BUSINESS INITIATIVES AT
WISCONSIN-BASED COMPANIES

Automating Payroll Saves 40+
Hours of Operational Time for
Wisconsin-Based Company
THE CLIENT
Batzner Pest Control, headquartered in New Berlin, WI, has been protecting
homes and businesses for more than 70 years. The Batzner exclusive BAN™
System is a proven solution that achieves excellent results in commercial and
residential environments. The Batzner family has always put customers first with
its Legendary Service promise, and continues to be dedicated to quality,
relentless about continuous improvement and focused on making the pest control
experience easy, convenient and hassle-free. Batzner is the most trusted pest
control firm in Wisconsin and Illinois.

“We chose Payroll Data
because they were local,
experienced, and easy to
work with.”

CHALLENGE
As a family run company for over four generations, the team at Batzner were
used to doing everything by paper and pencil. As the business grew, so did their
HR challenges including collecting and reconciling 100+ timesheets during each
pay period. They needed to keep pace with the industry by veering away from
manual processes that took time away from mission-critical tasks. Since they
could not afford to have their HR “offline” for an extended period of time to

“Our dedicated support
specialist is always very
responsive.”

implement new systems, they required an expedited solution to modernize HR.

SOLUTION
Payroll Data’s innovative Time and Attendance, HR outsourcing services, and
fully automated payroll processing helped Batzner get up to speed quickly. The
implementation specialists worked with the team to have a new system in place
in less than two months without downtime. By automating bi-weekly payroll with
the fully integrated timetracking software, data populates accurately and timely
in the system, and has saved Batzner over forty hours in manual labor.

“Working with the
team at Payroll Data is
surprisingly easy.”
- Melissa Krische, HR Dept, Batzner
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Wisconsin-Based Startup Gains
Marketshare with Help from
Payroll Data
THE CLIENT
Gearbox Express, located in Mukwonago, WI, is the only independent company
in North America solely focused on providing down-tower, wind gearbox
remanufacturing solutions. Founded by industry professionals with years of
experience in gearing and bearings, the focus of the company is strictly on
gearboxes to maximize the longevity of the product. At the heart of the GBX
operation is its 3.1 MW (4,000 hp) regenerative test stand that mimics real-life,
often variable, wind conditions.

“Outsourcing payroll
helped us focus on building
the company from the very
beginning.”

CHALLENGE
As a startup, solidifying their place in the industry left no time for payroll
processing. The principals of the company were focused on getting the business
off the ground and making headway in the market. Running payroll was not in
the realm of their expertise, nor did they have the time to take on the weekly
task. Gearbox needed a way to outsource payroll processing with precision
accuracy as to not shift their attention from core business objectives.

“Payroll Data is very
convenient, and very
reliable.”

SOLUTION
Payroll Data’s automated processing and expertise on-demand was exactly
what Gearbox was looking for. The implementation team helped Gearbox
setup and run payroll with minimal administration - freeing the engineers to
concentrate on establishing their company in a niche industry. Payroll Data
introduced Gearbox to their dedicated support representative which provided
the peace of mind needed moving forward, should questions arise or
changes to the system need to be made. The flexible solutions Payroll Data

“Overall, it’s been a great
experience partnering
with Payroll Data.”
- Bruce Neumiller, CEO, Gearbox Express

offers has helped Gearbox evolve their payroll processing as the company
has grown and expanded personnel since its inception.
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Integrated Payroll, HR, and Time
& Labor Streamlines Operations at
Wisconsin Manufacturing Company
THE CLIENT
The Delavan, WI-based Swiss-Tech, LLC is an established provider of custom-manufactured, precision Swiss machined components. Serving a variety of
global customers in the medical technology, aerospace, and high-end
industrial sector. Swiss-Tech’s success is attributed to building a reputation for
consistent high quality products, innovative manufacturing capabilities, and responsive inside sales all at a competitive cost.

“I’ve been in HR for 20
years and have never met a
customer service rep that is
so helpful.”

CHALLENGE
The labor intensive and time consuming process of reconciling company W2s
in-house was taking a toll on the Human Resources department. Swiss-Tech,
needed a better way to handle compliance paperwork and reporting, and integrate aspects of time and attendance with payroll processing without getting
bogged down by complex HCM systems that require extensive training and

“...the report writing
is awesome.”

implementation.

SOLUTION
After vetting numerous options, Swiss-Tech partnered with Payroll Data to
benefit from all of the features and capabilities they needed in a single,
user-friendly platform. The fully integrated timekeeping component,
automated payroll processing, and compliance reporting streamlined HR
responsibilities and provided the data on-demand to make better business
decisions. The engaging platform, with step-by-step screens and workflows,
simplified the tasks and required minimal training. The team acclimated

“The system is so easy
you can basically teach
yourself how to use it.”
- Cheryl Rinker Roth, HR Manager,
Swiss-Tech LLC

quickly and was very comfortable working in the system - exploring different
features that made regular tasks faster and easier.
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One HCM Platform. One Support Team.
One Amazingly Easy Way to Get It All Done.
Payroll Data transforms HCM for companies. With complete integration,
ease of use, and the flexibility to adapt to your individualized needs, we
provide the tools, resources, and personalized service clients need to
love running payroll.
Using a single-source platform that combines engaging technology and personalized support, Payroll Data offers a suite of HR,
payroll, compliance, benefits, and time & attendance solutions
that empower your employees and provide immediate results.

Remarkable Technology + Real Customer Service.
That’s Why More People Switch to Payroll Data.
For More Information
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